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I. INTRODUCTION 
Today commercial air transportation (definition: “an aircraft operation involving the 
transport of passengers, cargo or mail for remuneration or hire”)1 has become more important 
than ever. Air transportation makes globe smaller and distance shorter, as it helps to exchange 
and integrate global economies and cultures. Civil aviation motivates “social and societal 
diversification, stimulates economic growth, and expands globalization in an increasingly 
interdependent global environment.”2 In fact, international trade and tourism privileged by air 
transportation generate economic growth, increase state tax revenues, offer professional 
employment solutions, and, as a result, raise standard of living and decrease level of poverty. 
The Kyrgyz Republic is a member of the United Nations International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) and pledges to imbed the ICAO standards and recommended practices. 
This gives an impression that civil aviation principles in Kyrgyzstan function according to 
internationally accepted norms, and, more importantly, they find reflection in everyday 
implementation. However, truth is far different – results are yet to be seen, and a tremendous 
amount of work lays ahead for the state to weave these principles seamlessly in life. 
Kyrgyz civil aviation legal system is inadequate and outdated, regulations bear 
contradictory norms and lack clear implementation mechanisms. That has resulted from weak, 
incapacitated and immature institutional framework. Airports are extremely inefficient and 
acquire poor and underdeveloped infrastructure that does not meet the international standards. 
Air services provided by airlines are highly regulated, restricted and stuck in bureaucratic 
procedures and political bias. Kyrgyz Republic shall find courage to endure its civil aviation 
in the rapidly changing world and respond adequately to the forthcoming challenges before it 
is too late.  
                                                          
1 International Civil Aviation Organization, Annex 6 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation. 
Operation of Aircraft. Part II. International General Aviation-Aeroplanes, 7th ed. (Montreal, 2008), 1.1-3. 
2 Paul S. Dempsey and Laurence E. Gesell, Airline Management: Strategies for the 21st Century, 2nd 
ed. (Chandler: Coast Aire Publications, 2006), 32. 
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The same as flight routine starts with flight planning (definition: “the operator’s plan 
for the safe conduct of the flight based on considerations of aeroplane performance, other 
operating limitations and relevant expected conditions on the route to be followed and at the 
aerodromes concerned”)3 that navigates a crew from departure aerodrome to destination, a 
state shall have a plan scrupulously prepared in advance in order to reach a desired 
destination. Geographical location promises to benefit Kyrgyzstan economically and socially 
via air transport means. However, it requires the state to plan an extremely well-structured 
strategy for air transportation development, as they say, good preparation is half of success. 
In this paper, I argue that the strategic planning is of paramount importance for 
advanced air transportation in Kyrgyzstan. I particularly focus on autonomous institutional 
framework, public-private partnership in airport management and air services liberalization, 
as main pillars to be addressed in a strategic planning agenda. I start by emphasizing why 
civil aviation is important, and brief historical facts of past and present air transportation in 
the Kyrgyz Republic. Eventually I review strategic planning and three main elements and 
particularly emphasize the sequence, in which main elements should appear, as without 
proper and full-capacity airport infrastructure no airline will be willing to come over. 
Obviously, institutional improvement is of first priority, as positive change is barely possible 
without proper administration. In conclusion, I suggest possible policy solutions, such as to 
capacitate and loose main civil aviation institutional foundation, enhance and adopt civil 
aviation legal system from industry best practices, attract private sector engagement in airport 
management, and finally open the skies without reciprocity, and provide a reference list to all 
literature and materials used in this paper. 
 
                                                          
3 International Civil Aviation Organization, Annex 6 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation. 
Operation of Aircraft. Part II. International General Aviation-Aeroplanes, 7th ed. (Montreal, 2008), 1.1-7. 
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II. SIGNIFICANCE OF AIR TRANSPORTATION 
Currently, the Kyrgyz Republic, as a nation, passes through a difficult path of fostering 
its economic development. During the next few decades after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, population has been experiencing a “survival mode” that is assessed as “time of lost 
opportunities.”4 This equally relates to the country’s air transportation system that has been 
facing major challenges of insufficient financing, inefficient inter-sectoral coordination 
accompanied by lack of strategic vision and perspective of the sector, and general system 
failures. 
Civil aviation stimulates economic growth, and strives for sustainable development 
though strengthening tourism, supporting global business and providing jobs. First, air 
transport is a power unit (definition: “an engine coupled to an electrical generator used to 
provide electrical and pneumatic power to aircraft systems”)5 for tourism and one of the 
major contributors to the country’s economy. As stated in the ATAG report, “[Tourism] 
directly contributed two trillion U.S. dollars to the world GDP in 2012.”6 With a decent 
support from civil aviation that moves people and goods across borders, tourism gets stronger 
and increases its social and economic networks. Social and economic embeddedness 
increases, and both parties receive odds from a move of people and goods.7 
Kyrgyzstan considers tourism as a vital part of the sustainable economic development 
program. In the National Tourism Development Program 2020, the government highlights the 
importance of tourism and its “multiplicative effect on other economy sectors, well-being of 
general population and environment.”8 Kyrgyzstan has no significant manufacture industries, 
                                                          
4. National Council for Sustainable Development of the Kyrgyz Republic, National Sustainable 
Development Strategy for the Kyrgyz Republic 2013-2017 (Bishkek, 2012), 5.  
5 International Civil Aviation Organization, Annex 6 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation. 
Operation of Aircraft. Part II. International General Aviation-Aeroplanes, 7th ed. (Montreal, 2008), 2.3-3. 
6 Air Transport Action Group, The Economic and Social Benefits of Air Transport (Geneva, 2005), 2-3. 
7 Air Transport Action Group, Aviation Benefits Beyond Borders (Geneva, 2014), 31. 
8 Ministry of Culture, Information and Tourism, The National Tourism Development Program of the 
Kyrgyz Republic 2020 (Bishkek, 2016), 1-2. 
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and export of goods and services in volumes that could dramatically affect the economy. 
Generally, the country’s GDP relies on the Centerra Gold mining company and remittances 
that constitute the major share of it. In this sense, tourism could be strategically important 
alternative for economic sustainability and national competitiveness. In 2015, tourism 
contributed 4,4% to the country’s GDP in 2015.9 Many people in rural areas rely on incomes 
generated during high tourism seasons. 
In the National Tourism Development Program, the Kyrgyz government is committed 
to increase significantly awareness about travelling in Kyrgyzstan, create advantageous 
framework for tourism-regulating legal documents, and increase accessibility for 
international tourism, including air transportation policies. In this respect, civil aviation is 
missioned to deliver international tourists and make tourism possible. 
Second, civil aviation is a driving engine (definition: “a unit used for aircraft 
propulsion”)10 for international trade. A well-managed civil aviation boosts economic 
development, international trade and investment. Air transport helps countries to access 
international markets and globalizes a production. According to the ATAG statistics, “the 
total value of goods transported by air represents 35% of all international trade.”11 
Air cargo is faster and more reliable over long distances than other transport means.12 
No nation can aspire to participate in the global economy without safe and dependable airline 
service. And Kyrgyzstan is no exception. As a significant supporter of business, air 
transportation in Kyrgyzstan promotes integration to global trade. Gold is transported by air, 
as sensitive and valuable cargo, as well as tons of textile are exported to Russia and 
Kazakhstan. At the same time, goods from India, Pakistan and Iran are delivered to 
                                                          
9 National Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic, Statistical Report on Tourism in Kyrgyzstan 
2011-2015 (Bishkek, 2016), 17. 
10 International Civil Aviation Organization, Annex 6 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation. 
Operation of Aircraft. Part II. International General Aviation-Aeroplanes, 7th ed. (Montreal, 2008), 1.1-4. 
11 Air Transport Action Group, Aviation Benefits Beyond Borders (Geneva, 2014), 12. 
12 Ibid. 
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Kyrgyzstan by air freight. A share of this export is not significant, though has a great 
potential for the country. 
Third, civil aviation provides jobs and increases an employment rate. According to 
statistics, “Air transportation provided over 101 million jobs globally - 3.4% of total 
employment. By 2024, employment in industry [is expected] to be more than 126 million 
people globally.”13 Aviation industry provides employment directly in activities of air carriers 
and airports, aircraft repair and maintenance, air traffic administration, passenger handling 
and services, and cargo and catering facilities. Indirectly, air transport provides activities for 
suppliers of airplane spare parts and components, secondary goods manufacturers, and a wide 
variety of communication and information technology activities. 
In Kyrgyzstan, up to five thousand people are directly employed by airlines, airports, 
air navigation, and handling services.14 Indirectly, air transport in Kyrgyzstan indirectly 
involves suppliers to the industry, for example, aviation fuel suppliers, aviation trainings 
centers, ground transportation agencies, construction contractors and many others. In other 
words, civil aviation feeds a wide range of activities. 
 
III. HISTORICAL FACTS & CURRENT SITUATION BRIEFLY 
The history of civil aviation in Kyrgyzstan is far from being outstanding or marvelous. 
However, it has own milestones and events worthy to mention in here. To the large extent, 
the Soviet Union presence affected civil aviation in Kyrgyzstan. The first-ever landing of the 
airplane on the territory of the Kirghiz Autonomous Socialist Soviet Republic happened in 
1927. The institutional foundations of Kyrgyz civil aviation were established in 1933, when a 
Provision of the Council of People’s Commissars of the Kirghiz SSR was approved. At those 
                                                          
13 Ibid., 13. 
14 Ministry of Economics of the Kyrgyz Republic with the assistance of the Die Deutsche Gesellschaft 
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), Implementation Practicability for Open Skies Project in Civil 
Aviation Sector of the Kyrgyz Republic (Bishkek, 2013), 34. 
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times, few aircrafts were used for agricultural purposes. The same year, the first flight was 
operated through the Kungey mountains, as well as few flights to neighbor capitals of the 
socialistic republics. 
In mid 1960s, the passenger air transportation began by operating Ilyushin-18 and 
Antonov-24. Later in the same decade, airports, as main air transport infrastructure, were 
erected in Frunze and Osh cities. The soviet Kyrgyz air transportation was regulated centrally 
from Moscow. In fact, air transport infrastructure is Soviet legacy and still in use, though in 
dilapidated conditions. 
During next twenty-five years of independence, but political, social and economic 
regression, Kyrgyz civil aviation became decimated. In the meantime, few post-soviet 
countries received odds of increased oil and gas revenues and advanced civil aviation by 
extensive fleet expansion and bold airport development perspectives. 
A number of institutional changes were attempted after the collapse of the Soviet era. In 
1996, the Department of Air Transport was formed under the Ministry of Transportation of 
the Kyrgyz Republic. In 2002, the same Department was renamed into the Department of 
Civil Aviation. Seven year later, the Department was restructured into the Civil Aviation 
Agency. The government strived for certain results, however, unfortunately, institutional 
reform did not lead to expected outcomes. 
The Kyrgyz Republic is a member of the International Civil Aviation Organization 
since 1992 and is obliged to adopt and implement the ICAO standards and recommended 
practices. In 2006, the Kyrgyz Republic and all Kyrgyz airlines were listed in the European 
Union’s ban list of airlines that are not allowed to enter air space of the European Union 
member states due to inability of the state to sustain safety at internationally acceptable level. 
No Kyrgyz airline is a member of the International Air Transportation Association that also 
11 
restricts airlines to operate code-share flights and disadvantages air operators in terms of high 
insurance premiums and purchase of young and cost-effective fleet. 
In 2015, the Civil Aviation Agency failed the successive ICAO evaluation by getting 
two significant safety concerns (SSC) that dramatically effected the country’s reputation. The 
main issues resulted in two SSCs are incapacitated safety oversight system and inadequate 
aviation personnel training program. 
Seventeen airlines are registered, however only four (“Air Kyrgyzstan”, “Avia Traffic 
Company”, “Air Manas”, “Sky Bishkek”) operate regular international passengers and cargo 
flights.15 There is one state-owned airline and rest is private. Foreign airlines operating air 
services to and from the Kyrgyz Republic: “Turkish Airlines”, “South China Airlines”, “Fly 
Dubai”, “Aeroflot”, “Russia”, “Siberia”, “Atlas Global”, “Ural Airlines”, “Uzbekistan 
Airways”, “Tajik Air”, “Air Astana” and “Pegasus Airlines”. They operate short and middle-
haul flights mostly connecting Kyrgyzstan with Russia, Turkey, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 
Mongolia, Tajikistan and China. Majority of flights by local airlines are performed to Russian 
large cities that welcome labor migrants from Kyrgyzstan. Few flights are operated to China 
and India. No flight directly connects Kyrgyzstan with Europe, Middle East and South-East 
Asia. 
The Manas International Airport, the largest airport, operates 25 landings and takes-off 
per day, when its operational capacity is around 45 flights. Currently, Manas International 
Airport JSC includes four international and seven domestic airports. 79.1% of shares of 
Manas International Airport JSC are owned by the state on behalf of the Fund of State 
Property of the Kyrgyz Republic. Also the Social Fund of the Kyrgyz Republic is a 
shareholder with 8.5% share, rest is private. 
                                                          
15 Asian Development Bank, Country Partnership Strategy: Kyrgyz Republic 2013-2017. Assessment 
of Transportation Sector (2013), 4. 
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Air navigation services are provided by government owned Kyrgyzaeronavigatsiya 
(Kyrgyz Air Navigation Services). Their main tasks are to plan and coordinate the use of the 
airspace, and control air traffic on international and domestic air ways.  
According to the data derived from the National Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz 
Republic, the volume of the passenger air transportation increased since 2011, despite a slight 
drop down in 2015. Since 2004, the volume of air transportation dramatically increased 
almost four times.16 
Situation in cargo is different - the volume of freight transportation has decreased from 
2011. Since 2007, the overall volume of freight transported significantly dropped six and half 
times. This related to termination of the American Transit Center, and later joining of 
Kyrgyzstan to the Customs Union and consequently better incentives for ground 
transportation. 
Civil society is almost absent in civil aviation sector – few air transportation non-
governmental organizations are registered, however, they are not active and influential. Also, 
civil aviation deficits attention from international development organizations, and investment 
organizations. Civil aviation in Kyrgyzstan seems isolated and abandoned, though it has a 
great potential contribution in economic development and sustainability.  
 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
This paper is based on situational analysis derived from various sources and interviews 
with eight respondents related to air transportation in Kyrgyz Republic. They are the General 
Manager of the Kyrgyz Civil Aviation Agency, International Air Transportation Association 
Assistant Manager Campaigns for Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, Vice 
President-Finance of local airline, Director of the Investment and Infrastructure Development 
                                                          
16 Ministry of Transport and Communications, The National Civil Aviation Development Plan of the 
Kyrgyz Republic 2015-2020 (Bishkek, 2016), 7. 
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Department in Manas International Airport, Public-Private Partnership Consultant at the 
Ministry of Economic Development of the Kyrgyz Republic, Senior Specialist of Air 
Transportation Department in the Ministry of Transportation and Communications of the 
Kyrgyz Republic, Senior Vice President-Overseas Operations of foreign airline, and 
President of the largest local tourist agency. Interviews were conducted in June-July 2016 in 
Russian and English, and translated into English, where needed. The interviewees were 
selected according the convenience sampling; each interview lasted 1 hour in average. 
This paper has limitation in analysis. Aviation industry is vast and includes many stake 
holders and constituents. Though civil air transportation includes more components, like 
shippers and passengers, air navigation systems, air service providers and many others, in this 
paper, I consider only three elements that are of most present importance for Kyrgyz civil 
aviation development - empowered institutional framework, private airport ownership and 
liberalized air services. It was practically not possible to analyze other elements. 
My qualitative assessment approach calls for analysis of strategic planning component 
in Kyrgyz civil aviation. It relies upon my own assessment, which is informed by normative 
advice from the literature and interviews conducted with related respondents. This approach 
is an inexpensive evaluation that discusses general issues in strategic planning in Kyrgyz 
Republic. Future studies would be beneficial to provide additional insight about the Kyrgyz 
aviation strategic planning. 
 
V. DEFINING STRATEGIC PLANNING 
Flight never begins without properly routed operational flight plan. No captain will 
command engine start without navigation charts to guide a flight. Why should air 
transportation sector be managed differently? Definitely, the same principle should be applied 
– an aimful plan needed to reach a desired destination. Civil aviation has a great potential to 
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benefit economic development.17 However, there is a question how to utilize that potential in 
order to achieve sustainable results. In this regard, strategic planning is crucial for air 
transportation management. 
Strategic planning is not a new concept. Its roots lay deep in the ancient times. Strategy, 
in a military sense, was mentioned in the Sun Tzu's the Art of War. Though it was originated 
thousands of years ago, the book used to be a “leading treatise on confronting and defeating 
opponents through superior strategy.”18 The book spread light on secrets of competitive 
advantage in war campaigns. The Art of War became a military classic that describes a 
precise philosophy on how to find a way to success. It states that strategy is an art of 
“conscious mind”, when the “voices of the Gods” are no longer guiding.19 In other words, 
Sun Tzu realized that an outcome of human activity is not determined supernaturally; it is 
rather a predictable and rational mindset that leads to a certain result. 
Even though strategy is a panel of “military campaigns and battles… as large-scale 
stratagems to confront and engage the enemy”20 and an ancient science of warfare, strategic 
planning is widely used in contemporary disciplines of management and administration. It 
has been widely used by entrepreneurial practitioners for a long time. 
In academics, strategic planning is much younger than its actual practice though. Even 
though there is no certain date for its conception, strategic planning, as an academic field, is 
“a child of the 1960s.”21 Chandler and Ansoff, who first mentioned about strategic planning, 
specified strategy as “the determination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of an 
enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of resources necessary for 
                                                          
17 Paul S. Dempsey and Laurence E. Gesell, Airline Management: Strategies for the 21st Century, 2nd 
ed. (Chandler: Coast Aire Publications, 2006), 98. 
18 Vadim Kotelnikov, 2,500 Years Old, S_ll Young, 
http://www.1000ventures.com/business_guide/crosscuttings/cultures_sun_tzu_the_art_of_war.html (accessed 
August 8, 2016). 
19 Anthony S. Lake, “Strategic Planning in Nonprofits: An Analysis and Case Study Application,” 
International Journal of Business and Social Science 2, no. 5 (2011): 223. 
20 Ibid., 222. 
21 Rumelt, Schendel and David J. Teece, “Fundamental Issues in Strategy: A Research Agenda,” 
Administrative Science Quarterly 41, no. 1 (1995): 9. 
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carrying out these goals.”22 Strategic planning engages a set of preliminarily designed 
activities that are mapped with consideration of a desired outputs, available inputs and time.  
Strategy conceptually has a lot of definitions and no universal one. And yet, a word 
means different things for different people. According to Business Strategy Review, strategy 
is “the creation of a unique and valuable position, involving a different set of activities.”23 In 
other words, there is a variety of optional activities, and one should chose the most suiting to 
a stated goal and attractive from different perspectives. 
We also differentiate strategic planning and tactical planning. The former is considered 
to be a process, when organizational leadership “positions or re-positions the system in its 
social context, defines its essential purposes, identifies its priorities, describes its vision of 
success, makes explicit the values by which it operates, and specifies its strategic goals for 
the purpose of aligning its resources and optimizing its potential.”24 Whereas the latter is a 
“process by which the leaders and members of an organization identify the objectives that 
must be achieved to fulfill the strategic plans of the system.”25 Tactical planning is about 
planning the activities according to a specific time period and setting the objectives that 
compose and correlate with overall strategic goal achievement. In comparison to tactic, a 
strategy aims at longer time span and composes a major course of action. Hence, if strategy is 
about what to do, tactic is about how to achieve the strategy and the ultimate goal. According 
to Rankin, tactics are “a series of shorter action items that are part of the strategy.”26 Though 
there is a difference in logical decision making, these two approaches have to “interact 
strongly with one another, since strategic decisions provide constraints that tactical planning 
                                                          
22 Nadine M. Itani, “Policy Development Framework for Aviation Strategic Planning In Developing 
Countries,” (PhD diss., Cranfield University, 2015), 30. 
23 Robert P. Bauman, “What Is Strategy and How Do You Know If You Have One?” Business 
Strategy Review, Summer 2004, 8. 
24 Ove Nja and Oivind Solberg, “Safety Considerations in Political Decisions: A Case Study of 
Changes to the Norwegian Aviation System Authors,” Review of Policy Research 27, no. 5 (2010): 600. 
25 Michael E. Porter, “What Is Strategy?” Harvard Business Review, November-December 1996, 64. 
26 William B. Rankin, “King County- A Case Study Model for Strategic Planning in College,” Journal 
of Aviation/Aerospace Education & Research 18, no. 3 (2009): 19. 
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decisions have to meet, and execution of tactical decisions determines the resource 
requirements to be supplied by the higher-level strategic decisions.”27 
Generally, strategic planning is defined as a “process undertaken by an organization to 
define its future and formulate a road map to guide the organization from its current state to 
its vision for the future.”28 Strategic planning involves evaluation of present and probable 
challenges that an organization faces – it is fundamentally based on concept that future of an 
organization is under great influence of an action to be taken in present. 
Strategic planning involves the following “key elements: a mission statement (purpose 
and its core values), vision statement (future goals), identification of the organization’s 
strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities, as well as threats, a set of generic and grand 
strategies, long- and short-term objectives, and action plans, and definition of key 
performance indicators (measures and targets).”29 Scholars also claim that some 
organizations may choose more than one “grand strategy” to use for accomplishing their 
long-term objectives.30 It is especially a case for large airport organizations relaying on multi-
airport operational systems. 
After being formulated, it is clearly important to articulate the strategy, as the “written 
strategic plan generally serves as a key internal and external communication tool and as a 
marketing tool.”31 A strategy plan keeps actors awake, constantly conveys the objectives and 
highlights their contribution to general performance. 
The main idea is to unite the involved parties in order to get things done – ultimately, a 
plan should be executed and implemented. Moreover, key performance indicators need to be 
monitored and reviewed in order to keep a progress. Moreover, North suggested that 
                                                          
27 Arnoldo C. Hax, “Integration of Strategic and Tactical Planning in the Aluminum Industry” 
(working paper 026-73, Operations Research Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technologies, 1973), 270. 
28 Federal Aviation Administration, Report 40 of the Transportation Research Board within Airport 
Cooperative Research Program on Strategic Planning in the Airport Industry (Washington, 2009): 6. 
29 Ibid., 95-96. 
30 Ibid., 90. 
31 Ibid., 104. 
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“whether that strategy pays off obviously depends on the effectiveness of monitoring and the 
severity of punishment.” 32 Indeed, successfulness of strategy implementation predominantly 
rests on continuous surveillance over the key performance indicators, as well as transparent 
penalty incentives in case of strategy incompletion. Otherwise, responsibilities for and results 
of strategy implementation are vague and ambiguous. 
Strategic planning is beneficial for any type of organization in gaining its stated goals. 
Indeed, if an organization wants to succeed, grow or survive, it must be reactive on the 
challenges of the surrounding environment. A response that is based on strategic thinking 
may be to do what always was done, only better – with continuous improvement in mind, or 
may require a cardinal “shift of focus and strategies.”33 In this sense, “strategic planning as a 
disciplined effort to produce fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide what an 
organization is, what it does, and why it does it.”34 On top of that, strategic planning compels 
effective data collection, flexibility in eventual strategic alternatives and an emphasis on the 
future implications of present decisions. 
Strategic planning is beneficial, as it stimulates “strategic thinking, acting and learning, 
especially through dialogue and strategic conversation among key actors.”35 It also facilitates 
decision making process, as decision makers are able to track the milestones and see the gain 
to reach. It helps to keep an eye on ball, and promotes purposefulness and foreseeability, 
efficiency and preparedness. On the other hand, in chasing after sustainability, which is 
“about long-term balanced policy”, it is crucial to think on policies strategically and with a 
                                                          
32 Douglass North, “Institutions,” The Journal of Economic Perspectives 5, no. 1 (1991): 98. 
33 John M. Bryson, Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations. A Guide to 
Strengthening and Sustaining Organizational Achievement (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass A Wiley Imprint, 2004), 
4. 
34 Ibid., 6. 
35 United Nations, Achieving Sustainable Development and Promoting Development Cooperation 
(New York, 2008), 91. 
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long term perspective in mind.36 Though long-term strategies are time consuming, in long run 
they are more productive and fruitful.  
Strategic planning is “smart, because it is relatively easy to do”: it is not a permanent 
and all-time lasting activity, and it does not require intense resources, particularly when 
“matched against the costs of potential failure.”37 A highly cost-efficient feature of a strategic 
planning makes it useful for making strategic interventions and adopting new ideas at 
preparation stage, and protecting them at execution stage. 
Strategic planning is not panacea. First, it does require strong leadership, as good 
organizational system is an output of good management. Good management is a “process that 
draws on resources to produce the outputs and outcomes that indicate organizational 
effectiveness and that trigger the resource flows the organization needs to sustain itself and 
continue to create public value into the future.”38 Indeed, strategic planning does not 
substitute leadership. Strategic planning requires a leader who acquires enough abilities, 
resources and commitment to produce a good plan. Otherwise, it is a waste of time, and 
implementation is extremely unlikely.  
Second, albeit strategic planning can be beneficial, “there is no guarantee it will.”39 In 
the end, it merely consists of concepts, processes and procedures folded in timeline. Strategic 
managers and administrators ought to be careful, as the way they tailor these procedures and 
processes to their particular situations will define accomplishment of estimated results. 
                                                          
36 Peter John McManners, “Developing Policy Integrating Sustainability: A Case Study into Aviation,” 
Environmental Science & Policy 57 (2016): 88. 
37 John M. Bryson, Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations. A Guide to 
Strengthening and Sustaining Organizational Achievement (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass A Wiley Imprint, 2004), 
13. 
38 Ibid., 12. 
39 Gunter Knieps, “Market versus state in building the aviation value chain,” Journal of Air Transport 
Management 41 (2014): 33. 
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Finally, strategic planning is not “always advisable, [and] there are two compelling 
reasons for holding off on a formal strategic planning effort.”40 It is better not to start with 
strategic planning in an organization, if it is about to ruin and “roof has fallen… [though] 
crisis should [also] be managed strategically.”41 Moreover, Bryson says that “linkage of 
inputs, processes, and outputs in firms as a value chain, and if this chain does not produce 
value in the marketplace at reasonable cost, the firm is in danger of going out of business.”42 
If an organization is not able to incorporate its visions, allocate resources and visualize 
outcomes, its future is uncertain. 
 
VI. STRATEGIC PLANNING IN PUBLIC SECTOR. CASE OF CIVIL 
AVIATION 
Management studies had centered around strategic planning and management and made 
it a basis for academic and business research. It has become a contemporary concept that 
perceptible in both the corporate and public levels. Lately, a concept of strategy is freely 
utilized in the public sphere as well, though public strategic planning is often considered “less 
precise.”43 On the other hand, much of the theory assumes that demand for strategic thinking 
appears, as a rule, in competitive environment, and, implicitly, “a profit motive is the driving 
force behind the planning requirement.”44 In this sense, civil aviation, as a huge revenue 
maker, should bear great strategical attention. 
                                                          
40 John M. Bryson, Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations. A Guide to 
Strengthening and Sustaining Organizational Achievement (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass A Wiley Imprint, 2004), 
13. 
41 Ibid. 
42 John M. Bryson, Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations. A Guide to 
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Strategic planning in public sector is essential, as it turns all the parts of a comity, 
human and otherwise, onto a focused path.45 As suggested by Bryson, nonprofits and 
governments, especially in developing countries, by adopting strategic planning approach 
may maintain sustainability, and improve constantly in public good servicing.46 Strategic 
thinking promotes better allocation and application of recourses, and it does so by evaluating 
both the internal and external demand placed on those resources. By defining a strategy, 
“[governments] can identify the strategic obstacles they face, and determine a way to address 
them.”47 It is usually done by scrutinous analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats or other analytical tools. Bryson highlights, “the only general requirement is a 
dominant coalition willing to follow the approach.”48 However, in public sector, one should 
clearly be aware of vital features that lead to successful implication of those approaches. 
In public sector, Moore argues, strategic planning is aimed to assist public 
organizations in creating “public value.”49 According to him, public value refers to generation 
of “enterprises, policies, programs, projects, services, or infrastructures that advance the 
public interest and the common good at a reasonable cost.”50 Also, particularly in public 
sector, “strategic planning is about listening to “the better angels of our nature,” meaning that 
there is always an alternative and incentive that might mislead leaders accountable for 
strategy planning from creating public value.51 
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On the contrary, some literature challenges strategic planning in public organizations, 
and argue that their strategic plans are not truly strategic as its rhetoric makes us believe. 
Bryson claimed that public sector leaders in charge for making decisions usually are not fully 
capable to integrate the strategic plan across the entire organization to facilitate plan 
implementation. Otherwise speaking, public sector organizations create strategic plans, but 
fail to use the strategic plan articulation to implement strategical initiatives.52 
Nonetheless, the mainstream supports strategic planning in public sector, as 
predominantly it does prove itself successful. One of the first public entities used strategic 
approach was the New York Municipal Research Authority that generated urban planning 
methodologies and organized the deliverables, objectives, time schedules and benchmarks in 
“carefully ordered planning documents.”53 Thereat, for the public sector, it was a 
revolutionary intent  
This very day, strategic programming in public sector is common rather than innovative. 
For instance, the State Transportation System Development Program of the Russian 
Federation that is targeted to maintain, increase and build capacity for transportation sector, 
including automobile road, railways, marine ports and air ways until 2020.54 It is worthy to 
mention that the Ministry of Transportation of Russia regularly communicates information 
regarding the performance indicators and interim implementation results. Another example 
depicts the United Kingdom’s Civil Aviation Authority that systematically produces the 
Aviation Strategic Plan that clearly illustrates the foundation of standard strategic approach 
applied with clearly identifiable key strategic priorities, major outcomes, key performance 
indicators and activities for further implementation. 
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ICAO, as a primary agency for international civil aviation establishment, suggested the 
concept of the National Civil Aviation Development Plan (NCADP) to be imbedded at the 
national level. ICAO does require its member to set an individual NCADP that should clearly 
reflect the country’s strategical goals and represent the regulations and procedures for 
improving sector’s development and sustainability with a special focus on safety and aviation 
security. 
Therefore, regardless the sphere it is applied in, strategic planning is a road-map, which 
identifies “what products are to be provided to which audience and at what price.”55 In 
addition, by setting up a strategy the government shall clearly comprehend its competitive 
advantage that will distinguish a country from others. In reference to Porter’s theory, Itani 
argues that “nations can create advanced macro-environment factors which serve as a 
framework for national advantage and contribute to the growth and sustainability of the 
nation’s industries.”56 Hence, the government shall design development strategies in 
particular industry from the perspective of national advantage to help [the industry] to raise 
and prosper. 
Rankin clearly identified that pursuing competitive advantage that is identically 
applicable to public sector, [the government] should manage “to occupy a special niche in the 
environment that is unique to its capabilities, or which offers an opportunity overlooked by 
competitors.”57 Moreover, in case of civil aviation, by planning a development strategy, the 
government should build up protective fences that would prevent other competing states from 
challenging the unique position. For example, in the Kyrgyzstan’s National Sustainable 
Development Strategy for 2013-2017, the main airport in Bishkek is mentioned to become a 
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Central Asian transitional hub that will serve to connect destination points between Europe 
and Asia. The same idea is under development by neighboring Kazakhstan that also sees the 
Almaty International Airport as transitional center for air transportation. In this regard, policy 
makers and strategy designers should carefully analyze existing competitive advantages of 
the Manas International Airport among other competing airports or consider creation of new 
ones. Moreover, the strategy should contain tactical solutions and action plan to reach a 
strategical goal of the international air transportation hub. 
Strategic planning approaches could benefit public sector organizations in civil aviation 
to withstand the rapid changes in this sector, as “strategic planning is a disciplined effort to 
produce fundamental decisions shaping the nature and direction of governmental activities 
within constitutional bounds.”58. Indeed, strategy can assist the government in becoming 
more efficient, and its institutional and legal foundations more effective and enforced. 
According to Itani and scholars, there are three main categories for aviation strategic 
planning: “state level strategy, industry level strategy, and corporate level strategy,” and each 
category differs in scope and time range, and is adopted by different entities.59 This paper 
considers aviation strategy at the state level designed by the Ministry of Transportation and 
Communications or equivalent, as the supreme authority responsible for country’s aviation 
sector. Ideally, other allied sectors, such as tourism, economics and trade, should take part in 
development of aviation strategy. 
A state-level aviation strategy denotes the NCADP, which is supposed to be a 
substratum for national civil aviation development, as all other components of civil aviation 
support and benefit air transport. Basically, a strategic plan defines a national aviation policy 
on national and international levels. In April 2016, the government in the Kyrgyz Republic 
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approved the NCADP that supposed to lead the sector’s progress until 2020. In this Plan, the 
government attempted to prioritize the directions for improvement and identify the path for 
further air transportation development. The Plan is developed by the Kyrgyz Republic’s 
Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MTC) that mostly relied on the Civil 
Aviation Agency’s expertise in drafting the program. 
Governmental leaders and public officials face numerous and difficult challenges – 
changes happen rapidly on both micro and macro politics, economics and social milieu. It is 
especially a case in civil aviation, one of the most dynamic and constantly changing sectors. 
Thus, as stated by Itani and others, “As aviation policy makers and regulators strategically 
plan for their future, they need to consider the systematic and synergistic effects of common 
factors which comprise the operating environment of the industry's organizations.”60 Mostly, 
the countries rely on themselves when drafting the NCADPs, however, in some cases, the 
technical assistance from outside can be applied. For instance, there was a civil aviation 
strategy study supported by the World Bank in Lebanon that involved experts from France.61 
According to the global tendency, civil aviation is better organized in the economically 
developed countries than in less developed countries. Developing countries have similarities 
that induce more productive performance of the aviation industry. First, improved 
institutional foundations were influential policy elements. Second, public airports are less 
effective than their private counterparts. And finally, liberalized air services tend to have 
positive influence on efficiency levels. 
At this moment, the mentioned elements are practically missing in the Kyrgyzstan’s air 
transport policy making: civil aviation authority, as main intuition, is dependent and 
possesses weak enforcement. Legal and regulatory framework is out-of-date and inadequate, 
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inapplicable and has a lot of loopholes. The government solely owns and operated the 
airports, which has no enough funds and capacity to maintain main air transport gates in a 
proper, efficient and internationally accepted level. Finally, the airlines sector is regulated 
with a great influence from the government that, as the years of the country sovereignty 
showed, did not bring fruitful results and significant development outcomes. 
Itani and other scholars investigated best-fit civil aviation strategies and policy makers 
inevitably may “control over the aviation strategy scenario that the country should pursue in 
order to enhance the performance of the aviation sector on national level.”62 There scenarios 
represent combination of the above mentioned components that constitute a very basis of 
aviation strategy. 
 
VII. INSTITUTIONAL SETBACKS 
Historically, as North admits, institutions were invented to create order in social milieu 
and reduce uncertainty of interaction.63 Without “basic rules of society to which its members 
adhere when interacting with one another”, social exchange of human being would be 
complicated and randomized, moreover, it would prevent society from progress and 
advancing.64 In institutionally strong and enforced societies, an institutional framework refers 
to the “systems of formal laws, regulations, and procedures, and informal conventions, 
customs and norms that broaden, mould and restrain socio-economic activity and behavior.”65 
When positively structured, institutions provide a structure to everyday life and 
maintain discipline in social milieu.66 Inevitably, productive, unproductive, or destructive 
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behavior of actors is set by the institutional climate inside. As stated by Peter Boettke and 
Alexander Fink, when “the institutional environment rewards productive behavior, people get 
to enjoy the benefits of economic development.”67 For instance, in 2013, the European 
Commission (EU) accepted participation of Turkey, non-EU member, in the European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and noted continuous efforts and institutional changes made 
the country to comply with its EU legislation. As a result, Turkey enjoys benefits from direct 
air transport communication with EU that has the positive economic and social influences. 
There are three main groups of institutions that lead civil aviation: institutions 
providing or funding aviation infrastructure and/or specifying design standards – 
governmental or intergovernmental institutions (ICAO); regulatory institutions governing 
economic aspects, safety, border controls, social and consumer related policy, environmental 
issues, international trade and relations (MTC, CAA); and related or supporting sectors and 
institutions: financial sector funding equipment and infrastructure for airports, airlines, air 
traffic control, defense sector, the aerospace industry, etc. There are many institutions 
involved in aviation and their direct and indirect influences and implications cannot be 
practically addressed in a sole paper. Hence, here I consider regulating institutions involved 
in main decision making process and policy analysis: Ministry of Transportation and 
Communications, as authorized policy making body, and Civil Aviation Agency, as civil 
aviation body.68 
In Kyrgyzstan, aviation institutional norms are depicted in the main ruling documents, 
the Air Code and a set of legislative and regulatory provisions in respect of issues including 
air transport, aircraft, airports and flight personnel. They also narrate the responsibilities and 
accountabilities of main aviation regulatory bodies. The Air Code of the Kyrgyz Republic 
was revised in August 2015 (while the National Civil Aviation Development Plan was 
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approved in March 2016), however, from strategic point of view, newly developed 
institutional milieu is far from being ideal. Institutional arrangements are seemingly well 
expressed in the main aviation documents, but there are few points need to be noted, in light 
of strategic planning. These issues certainly affect the way the Kyrgyz regulations work in 
the realm of civil aviation. 
First, legal ambiguities in responsibilities and accountabilities between acting 
regulatory agencies may create misunderstanding and inefficiency. According to the present 
institutional arrangements, MTC is in charge of aviation policy making, and drafting of 
national aviation development program (NCADP), whereas CAA performs missions of 
regulation, supervision, safety oversight, coordination, training and administration in respect 
of all aspects of civil aviation. Accident and incident investigation functions are basically 
related to a separate body, but currently delegated to CAA. 
On the one hand, the Air Code rosily describes a civil aviation policy making authority 
as a promoter of aviation policy, whereas the Article 9 narrates the functions of the civil 
aviation body, where it is responsible for governmental civil aviation regulation and oversight, 
as well as designing of the State Safety Program, aviation rules and other provisions (in 
accordance with international norms and standards), licensing and validation, keeping of state 
fleet and aerodrome registry, validation of training programs, publication of air navigation 
information, and list of air routes and ways, coordination of airport and air services tariffs, 
and attracting the investments.69 
The Provisions on MTC clearly indicate that same licensing and validation, keeping of 
state fleet and aerodrome registry, publication of air navigation information, and list of air 
routes and ways that ought to be direct functions of CAA are under the main regulating 
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functions of the MTC.70 Interestingly, the CAA oversight functions delivered to CAA in the 
Air Code are not listed in the Provisions, though CAA subordinates to MTC. 
Daniyar A., local airline: “For a proper functioning, there should be highly 
skilled employees with necessary knowledge at those governmental agencies. 
Moreover, interested parties may also affect the decisions of independent 
regulatory authorities, as we could see with catering issue – the monopolist 
catering company forced us, a low-cost airline, to serve in-flight meals by 
influencing the regulator and inclusion that issue in regulation. In addition to 
these, there may be divergent views between the regulatory authority and related 
ministries or politicians. This is so common in Kyrgyzstan.” 
The Russian aviation institutional arrangements look logically different, when the 
Ministry of Transportation sets the overall direction of aviation policy and promotes the 
development of Russian’s aviation industry and integration into international aviation, as well 
as establishes and promotes aviation development plans including Aviation Policy General 
Plan and yearly implementation plan. The Federal Air Transport Agency, as on executive 
body, is in charge for implementation of the target planning, designing and generating of the 
legal provisions. In addition, the Ministry continuously reviews the industry's future policy 
direction by analyzing and forecasting air transport market trends. It also promotes policies 
for industry's sustainable development and enhances operational efficiency of the country's 
major airports so that they have global competitiveness.71 While the Federation Service for 
Air Transpiration Oversight purely involves in the continuous monitoring, surveillance and 
control. Such clear-cut separation of the responsibilities and accountabilities provide a 
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foundation for better involvement, as institutions determine the payoffs.72 It removes a 
conflict of interest from the agency that oversee the industry by one hand, and investigates 
accidents with another hand. 
Nasuh C, VP-Overseas Operations, foreign airline: “Political class in Kyrgyzstan 
concerning civil aviation issues has quite myopic attitude, and their 
understanding of this sector has very serious shortcomings. Hence, at this very 
moment, the role of civil aviation institutions for economic growth is still 
debatable.” 
Simply put, a healthy operating environment is subject to clear responsibilities, accurate 
“procedural rules, including stipulated deadlines for reaching decisions, and detailed 
justifications for decisions.”73 An ambiguity with accountabilities resulted in the chaos with 
legal provisions. Current laws are not well thought and not cooperating with each other. 
There is a necessity for better coordination and enhanced engagement between the two major 
regulatory agencies. 
It is worthy of mentioning that the Air Code also refers to the National Civil Aviation 
Development Plan that is under a responsibility of aviation policy making authority, however, 
the classic strategic planning elements are missing in the NCDP, with no mission, vision 
statements, time bounds and performance indicators. 
Emil D., Senior Specialist, MTC: “The Ministry lacks in expertise in civil aviation. 
It is a very narrow and specific field. Literally, you can count the aviators in the 
country. We used to have professional staff, but the majority of them retired now, 
and rest is trying to do what we can. We try to monitor the experiences from other 
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countries, but sometimes it is not enough. Lack of recourses is trivially a main 
reason for inability to comprehend the best industry practices.” 
On top of that, the CAA plays a dual role, which is a source of conflict of interest: on 
the one hand, it performs missions of oversight and monitoring of all aspects of civil aviation, 
and on the other, it is also is an investigation body for accidents and incidents, though in Air 
Code, functions of oversight body and investigation body are deliberately separated. Ideally, 
an independent committee shall be in charge of air accident investigation and report directly 
to MTC. For instance, Moldova has no a special air accident investigation office. Authorities 
may form an ad hoc committee or delegated to a foreign accident investigation agency. 
Obviously, changes in institutional arrangements are needed to comply with global best 
practices, as this is “necessary to achieve a coherent, complete, efficient and balanced system. 
Such changes are fundamental factor of economic development.”74 
Second, financial dependency of a regulating authority does not guarantee expected 
effective strategic outcomes. Civil aviation body is structurally and financially dependent 
from all other public bodies that constrains the CAA performance. CAA is currently both the 
safety and economic regulator. On the one hand, it supervises “flight operations, airports 
operations, airworthiness, aviation personnel licensing, and air traffic services. As the 
economic regulator, it oversees “air transport licensing, fares and tariffs, and international 
agreements.” 75 Hence, a regulator needs sovereignty and “independence with a reasonable 
amount of discretionary powers, autonomy and expertise, and accountability.”76 As the 
Lebanese experience shows, CAA should be autonomous enough to withstand political 
pressure typically imposed from other governmental agencies and enterprises, and have 
financially independent to hire the educated and experienced personnel, especially inspectors 
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and auditors, to enforce regulations with no risk of interference. Moreover, there should be a 
chance for CAA to attract foreign experts, when skillful human capital is not available 
internally. 
Ermek O., General Manager, CAA: “CAA is not able to attract professional personnel 
due to extremely low salaries. For instance, the Flight Operations Inspector in our 
agency with flight experience gets 200 U.S. dollars, when an airline pilots gets twenty 
times more. Of course, they are not eager to work in office, they want to fly. Because of 
the financial shortage, we are not able to train and build capacity for our personnel, 
we ca not buy important ICAO publications and printed materials, we cannot 
participate in the international conferences and events. We even cannot pay for ICAO 
membership fee fully and timely manner. At the same time, industry is doing really not 
bad. Industry people are much more advanced in comparison to CAA inspectors. And 
how can they inspect and oversee effectively the more advanced industry, when they are 
simply lack of knowledge and skills? It is a continuous headache that seems never-
ending without self-financing possibilities. In 2014, way back when I was employed by 
the local airline, I called for independent financing for CAA, otherwise it is impossible 
for the sector get in line with international standards. Actually, it is a widely used 
practice in developed and developing countries, for instance, in Turkey.” 
With financial independence, Kyrgyz CAA will be able to allocate resources to their 
particular needs, and not depend on central budgeting funds, which are decided by the 
Parliament or Government. For instance, in Lebanon, the civil aviation authority started “to 
generate its own resources by levying fees on the regulated enterprises.”77 
Unfortunately, it is still not case in Kyrgyzstan. Though the discussions on CAA’s 
independent financing were raised several times, the Government and the Ministries seem not 
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accordant with that. They doubted transparency and efficiency of the funds use, however, 
these concerns can easily be solved by external financial audits and opening of profit-and-
loss accounts. 
But obviously, the “process of change is overwhelmingly incremental, as the economies 
of scope, the complementarities, and the network externalities that arise from a given 
institutional matrix of formal rules, informal constraints, and enforcement characteristics will 
typically bias costs and benefits in favor of choices consistent with the existing framework.”78 
People have fears of changes. Someone always benefits from stagnation, thus opposes any 
changes. That is probably a reason why high-profile decision makers are not willing to 
introduce changes with self-financing for CAA. However, still a better organization of public 
administration is necessary, in order to cope with challenges of new day.  
And finally, incapacitated nature of the civil aviation body resulted in outdated, 
unstructured and vague civil aviation regulations that completely downgrade the sector from 
the strategic perspective. 
Civil aviation legislation defines the framework for safety and security standards on the 
ground and in the air, limitations for standard flight and maintenance operating procedures, 
abnormal procedures and emergency procedures. They are the rules of the game for air 
carrier operators, maintenance organizations, aviation service providers and other players on 
what to do and how to do. Ideally, the regulations should be in full compliance with the 
ICAO standards and recommended practices (SARPs), and other applicable requirements 
(authorizations of European Aviation Safety Agency, Federal Aviation Authority, etc.). 
Lately, the Kyrgyz Republic is called a place of non-implemented laws, legal 
provisions, and conceptual papers. Being an island of democracy in Central Asia, the country 
produced a large volume of beautiful, but unnecessary and unworkable documents that 
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merely collect dust on a shelf. They are mostly inherited from soviet past and fairly outdated, 
inapplicable and impractical. In January 2016, CAA failed the ICAO’s assessment and got 
two significant safety concerns (SSC) meaning that the state is not able to oversee the 
operational performance of aviation sector players. Mostly, two SSC resulted after assessing 
the main aviation regulations. Few of them were found to be incompliant with ICAO SARPs. 
Moreover, in 2006, Kyrgyz registry airlines were listed in the EU black list meaning that 
mentioned air carriers are not allowed to operate in EU member states’ air space. 
Daniyar A., VP-Finance, local airline: “Many people from aviation sector wonder 
why we need to get rid of the black list resident status. Though other Kyrgyz 
airlines might not be interested in flying over EU airspace, they would by 
definitely prone to enjoy dramatic payment exceptions for aircraft financial 
leasing and insurance. We would be able to acquire young aircrafts for 
reasonable price. At this moment, most of the Kyrgyz airlines cannot afford that 
and buy old and technically not reliable aircrafts. And I rather do not mention the 
cost of reputation. On top of that, European acceptance is also important in East, 
especially when opening new routes, like Beijing, Guangzhou, Seoul. If you are 
IATA registered and EASA authorized, you will get easier way for opening new 
routes, as you are reliable, you are safe. Honestly, other local airlines are 
reluctant to big changes, because they will need to change as well – they will 
need to pay more to meet international standard and invest in safety.” 
European Union’s ban list is one of the major constraints for Kyrgyz civil aviation legal 
system. We need critical amendments aiming at conforming Kyrgyz civil aviation legislation 
with European Union Regulations (for instance, with Commission Regulation (EU) No. 
452/2014 laying down technical requirements and administrative procedures related to air 
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operations of third country operators)79. Thus, Kyrgyz aircrew’s licensing is far from being in 
full conformity with the EU requirements.  
Removal from the EU ban list requires closer cooperation and collaboration between 
the competent authorities in the field and a system reformation in order to fulfill the EU 
requirements. Political will is needed, as a successful institutional change hinges on “the 
institutional status quo and the existing belief systems of the people.”80 Successful 
implementation of aviation policies depends on involvement and responsibility of all 
involved actors from institutions and organizations. It is definitely a strategically important 
decision, as it affects well-being of organizations, air operators, airports, as there is a great 
interaction between institutions and organizations, and influence of one on another.81 
 
VIII. AIRPORT OWNERSHIP DILEMMA 
Following the logic of the statement, after institutional changes introduced and proper 
regulatory and legal framework established, strategically, air gates should become opened, as 
good institutions guarantee constructive interactions of sector players and prevent 
“expropriation by the government or other politically powerful groups.”82 As Acemoglu and 
Johnson claim, institutions play a serious role for economic and financial outcomes that are 
promised by air transportation, especially by airports.83 In addition, Coarse observed that 
significant market economy can only exist in line with appropriately established institutions,” 
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which is justly applicable to infrastructure projects, 84 Thus, major air transport infrastructure 
improvements require stable and reliable institutional framework. 
There are literature resources that confirm airports, as key economic infrastructures, 
have especial significance for “national growth and development.”85 They not only generate 
revenues from each takes-off and landings, but also determine capacities and possibilities for 
international trade and tourism. Hence, airport infrastructure should be strategically 
recognized in national aviation policy framework, as well as “comprehensive measures to 
strengthen approaches and support the infrastructure development required.”86 Being a part of 
strategic planning process, in accordance with the National Sustainable Development 
Strategy and NCADP, airport infrastructures require funds to meet future endeavors, as 
strategies not backed up with funding plans can face credibility deficiency, “weaken 
stakeholder interest, and damage future gateway performance.”87 
Airports have complexed and complicated structures. Doganis recognized activities that 
airports usually carry out and classified them into aeronautical and non-aeronautical 
categories.88 They begin from “air traffic control [systems], meteorological services, 
telecommunications, police and security, [ground and ramp handling] services,” fueling, 
passenger, baggage and freight processing, and end with aeronautical set of airport operations. 
89 It is worthy to note due to highly regulated nature of aeronautical services, commercial and 
other non-aeronautical services usually are more handy for airports in order to collect more 
revenues.90 
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In other words, airport establishment and handling is a big deal in terms of management 
and financing. Much of airport infrastructures require improved capacity to handle volumes 
of passengers, aircrafts and necessary handling equipment. Normally appropriate funding and 
financing arrangements are needed.91 Clearly, when one mentions strategic planning, 
definitely it is linked to infrastructure plans and their assured funding that determine final 
success of the outcome.92 
Traditionally, the public sector owned and operated airports. However, in 1980s, things 
changed with rising passenger demand and financially burdening governments. Airports 
needed investments to enlarge their capacities and increase their efficacy. Consequently, as 
Itani stated, political rulers focused on “commercialized airport governance by applying 
business-like models and allowing market forces, incentives and competition to affect the 
quality of service.”93 The innovative airport management approach was suggested by Great 
Britain that, for the first time in the history, passed the airport management to private hands. 
Since that time, in Europe, private sector involvement was in form of corporatization, and 
partial or full divestiture. However, in developing countries, due to “lack of public funds and 
underdeveloped capital markets,” a similar model took a form of concessions or management 
contracts.94 Airport is no longer supportive facility, it is a business that should be managed 
accordingly. Public sector for many airports all over the world is no longer governor, and it 
turned to be a good option to involve private sector in airport activities.95 
In Kyrgyzstan, same as in most developing economies, airports are governed by public 
sector, “whose financial resources are [clearly] insufficient to maintain, upgrade or develop 
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the infrastructure and systems. Consequently, if we want to see any positive changes, reliance 
should be placed on alternative funding.”96 All domestic and international airports in Kyrgyz 
Republic are of Soviet legacy. At this moment, in view of lack of proper maintenance after 
the breakup of the Soviet Union, many airport infrastructures are in extremely bad conditions 
– they deteriorate every day. Moreover, government seemingly does not see the critical 
importance of quality of services provided by airports – they influence not only safety and 
security of operations, but also reputation and image of the country. Airport is what a tourist 
sees after disembarking from the aircraft - first impression is priceless. 
In regards to airport operations in Kyrgyz Republic, ground services are of low quality, 
and cause a growing congestion and difficulty imposed on passengers at airports. Facilities 
are poor, even in areas that could be considered as basic – toilets and restaurants, lounge 
facilities, connectivity from old terminal to a new, and clearance of baggage, freight handling 
and processing. In comparison to similar sized airports, internationally and more particularly 
of few neighboring CIS countries (Kazakhstan and Tajikistan), this potential had not been 
fully exploited in Bishkek and Osh airports. We do not have adequate hotel and other 
facilities, even at the Manas International Airport. 
Abdymalyk B., Director of the Investment and Infrastructure Development 
Department, Manas International Airport: “Our airport was found in 1975, and 
since that time, it was under government control. During the Soviet time, it was 
one of the most developed air hubs in the country. However, after collapse of the 
Soviet Union, life has changed. At this moment, the Manas International Airport 
is the most developed in the country, but airports in other parts of the country are 
underdeveloped, has poor facilities and infrastructure. Some of them can accept 
aircrafts only at day time, as they don’t have special luminance systems. This all 
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is caused by inability of the government to maintain airport facilities. There is 
always shortage of financing, most of our proposed projects are rejected due to 
lack of funds. On top of that, the airport management supposed to be independent, 
but it is far from being sovereign. We are dependent on many factors, especially 
from political flows.” 
Kyrgyz Republic is one of the poorest countries and government does not have 
sufficient financial capacity for public investments. In addition, governments’ low 
creditworthiness makes it quite difficult for public funding, Hence, in case of Kyrgyz 
Republic, “increased private sector [involvement] in strategic [airport] infrastructure [would] 
be essential,” as the state has no enough funds and financial capacity to support airport 
infrastructure on its own.97 There are many cases all over the world that gave evidence for 
contribution of private sector in financing infrastructure projects and a decreased burden of 
public funding. 
Aidai T., Public-Private Partnership Consultant, Ministry of Economics and 
Development: “It is important to give a priority to interactions of public and 
private sectors. We have a specially designed law, which is quite good and gives a 
solid foundation for investment initiative, but enforcement is still poor. We do not 
have big investment projects that could make a cardinal change. The reason for 
that is weak rule of law, judicial system, protection of rights and other supporting 
systems. And of course, corruption. The PPP is not integrated into the national 
strategy, and it is neglected by system designers. Moreover, we do not have real 
specialists in this field, who could make thoughtful contribution. Also, final 
responsibility and accountability for PPP projects and investment initiatives are 
atomized among many ministries and agencies that do not allow to track the 
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results and call to account. Honestly, this makes me sad – we have a good chance 
to improve, but nobody seems to use it. Regarding the airport projects – Manas 
International Airport, Osh International Airport, and Issyk-Kul International 
Airport - there were good ideas to involve private sector previously, but for some 
reason, they did not come to life.” 
Her opinion correlates with the OECD’s perspective that national policy frameworks 
must set down how “strategic infrastructure is to be planned, evaluated, developed and 
financed – as well as provide a solid basis for communication with stakeholders and the 
public.”98 Moreover, there were few attempts to raise questions regarding involvement of 
private funds for airport infrastructure projects, however, those projects did not see 
implementation. Development banks and international organizations are continuously 
interested in private sector involvement for public services improvement, but still their 
attempts did not proceed further than project papers.99 
Good infrastructure is a crucial element of international competitiveness, where the 
latter means an “ability of a state to utilize its natural, human and financial resources to 
achieve productivity and efficiency.”100 According to the Global Competitiveness Report 
2015-2016, “inadequate supply of infrastructure [and] insufficient capacity to innovate” are 
mentioned as “the most problematic factors for doing business” in the Kyrgyz Republic.101 
Also, this report stated that quality of overall Kyrgyz transport infrastructure is evaluated as 
104 out of 140, and quality of air transport infrastructure ranked only as 126 out of 140. 
Comparatively, in terms of quality of air transport infrastructure, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan 
rest on 85 78 ranks correspondingly. 
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The limits of the public sector for the contemporary airport infrastructure are clearly 
defined, and the importance of private sector is acknowledged. There are options for private 
sector involvement and commercialization, like full and partial privatization, corporatization, 
full and partial divestiture, and “means a business-like approach to entity management with a 
broadly [for-profit] business objectives and commercial access to capital and labor markets.” 
102 In this paper, I focus only on partnership between public and private sectors (PPP), as a 
decent alternative to enliven airports and their infrastructures in Kyrgyz Republic. Many 
governments all over the world eventually started to practice PPP by using various 
mechanisms that vary from “management contracts for all or part of an airport, the 
introduction of minority private ownership in the airport as a whole, long-term concessions 
and/or leases to run airports through full operation of a complete airport.”103 In other words, 
public-private partnership is applicable in air transport sector, especially in airports, where is 
“a degree of monopoly in their geographic areas.”104 
Nasuh C., Senior Vice President-Overseas Operations, foreign airlines: “Why do 
we need that? Because airport should be capable to accommodate aircraft 
movements and passenger volumes. Airport runway should be able to process the 
maximum number of aircraft according to a set of specified operating conditions. 
Kyrgyz airports are not able to host more flights, as they are limited operationally 
(run-way, handling equipment, terminal building and runway system. A shortage 
of capacity at airports translates into increasing congestion and delays. The 
immediate consequences for users are increasing costs and decreasing quality of 
service and safety. Several years ago, Sabiha Gokcen Airport in Istanbul was 
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almost same as Manas airport – abandoned and forgotten. However, with coming 
of foreign investor, the airport has been reborned. Now, it is not of the biggest in 
Turkey, and they are building the second runway to increase performance. New 
money gave new opportunities. Manas Airport also needs fresh breath, otherwise 
it is about to die.” 
The Law of Kyrgyz Republic on Public-Private Partnership defines PPP as a “long-
term interaction between public and private partners for engaging the private partner by the 
public partner in designing, financing, construction, rehabilitation, reconstruction of assets, as 
well as the management of existing or newly created assets, including infrastructure 
assets.”105 Also, “each party shares in the risks and rewards potential in the delivery of the 
service or facility.’’106 
Public private partnership is determined by the United Nations as “innovative methods 
used by the public sector to contract with the private sector who bring their capital and their 
ability to deliver [desired outcomes] on time and to budget, while the public sector retains the 
responsibility to provide these services to the public in a way that benefits the public and 
delivers economic development and improvement in the quality of life.”107 
There are four general PPP models that may be government-initiated or private-
proposed and can be used for airport infrastructures: “build-transfer-operate (BTO), build-
transfer-lease (BTL), build-own-transfer (BOT), and build-own-operate (BOO) depending on 
the project implementation style.”108 Via general civil aviation plan, the Kyrgyz government 
has to define an airport governance alternative that meets the requirements of the desired 
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targets and objectives. For instance, if the government promotes a liberal air transport policy, 
it should adjust the airport governance structure that allows “increased capacity, generate 
more revenues and offer services at a lower cost or promote regional development.”109 
Daniyar A., Senior Vice President-Finance, local airline: “We wish that handling 
services at Manas International Airport could be much better, as they do not meet 
international standards. I personally suppose that we, as airlines, should be given 
alternatives in choosing the service providers. Very often we face conflict and 
misunderstanding with the local catering company due to low quality of meals 
provided. We frequently find foreign objects in onboard meals, once we found a 
cockroach. But when we reported to them, they refused to bear responsibility. 
They dare to do so, because they are monopolist and we have to order meals from 
them anyway. Almost the same story with handling company that provide aircraft 
handling on ramp. But in this case, we have many safety and security concerns.” 
A described situation is also supported by Andrew, who said that “an unregulated 
profit-maximizing airport, when not under competitive pressure from other airports, would 
have incentive to charge a price higher than the socially optimal level, and even higher than 
the price that publicly owned airport under breakeven financial performance requirement 
would charge.”110 Private sector involvement usually improves performance of airport 
operations, though regulatory framework shall be certainly improved as well. Moreover, 
inasmuch as “airports provide essential inputs to airlines,” better performing airport market 
also positively effects on airline market.111 
I believe that PPP is necessary for Kyrgyz airport infrastructures, as PPP promotes 
market economy and allows competition. Kyrgyz airports and local service providers of 
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ground handling, catering, cargo handling, fueling, aircraft cleaning, VIP terminal, 
maintenance facilities, parking governed by public sector, are singular and acquire 
monopolistic power and they do not allow new players enter a market. As a result, we get 
poor quality services for high prices. Whereas, by PPP involvement, airport performance will 
modernize and advance, whereas it also “maximizes the investment efficiency in terms of 
risks allocation and provides a combination of developmental experience, operational 
expertise and investment capability from the international players with reputable local 
stakeholders.”112 
Kyrgyz government pitifully seems to be interested only in short-term air transport 
revenues, but not in accumulation of productivity in a long run perspective. Thus, expecially 
in case with airports, monopolistic dysfunctionality is not properly realized and merely 
ignored. The main bottleneck is sourced from politically powerful elite that has a great 
influence on decisions made on airport ownership. As a result, present airport management is 
not focused enough on long term commitments, but rather attracted by short term revenues. 
Ruslan S., International Air Transportation Association Assistant Manager 
Campaigns for Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan: “Public-
private partnership is not a new phenomenon in Central Asia and Russia. We 
know few successful projects in Kazakhstan and Russia that inspire others: 
Pulkovo International Airport (Russia), and Aktau International Airport 
(Kazakhstan). These cases clearly demonstrate long-term strategic plans of the 
governments. A modern and technically capable airport is not a sign of a 
country’s prestige and show-off, it rather an opportunity to meet requirements of 
contemporary world, as it assures international safety and security. On top of that, 
it earns money. But it takes ages - a lot of time, efforts and energy to create a 
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reliable PPP project - so that in future it could bring fruitful results. It is not easy, 
and it does not come in short time.” 
Indeed, usually big-scale PPP require a lot of preparation, and external risks and 
setbacks should be taken into account. First, we lack of fair, transparent and mature PPP legal 
system that has significant impact on development of a market economy113 The government 
publicly recognizes openness to private investments, and even designed a set of laws to make 
the investment climate more favorable, however, application of these laws is inconsistent and 
problematic in practice.114 Moreover, the country almost deprived from research and 
development programs government financed or subsidized - almost all research and 
development is funded externally. Hence, as Zverev claims, it is central to design legal 
structures to make “use of the private sector’s resources, including financing and know-
how.”115 According to the EBRD assessment, quality of PPP legislation in Kyrgyz Republic 
complies only on 60%, and PPP laws have extremely low effectiveness in work (less than 
20%).116 
Even though the government introduced changes to improve investment climate, some 
measures are of declarative status. In practice, these measures do not work and downgrade a 
country’s creditworthiness. In the Global Competitiveness Report, strength of investor 
protection is rated on 32 of out 140, still private property and invested capital protection is a 
big challenge due to corrupted revenue and customs services, judicial and law enforcement 
systems. Also, institutionally almost all ministries and local governments are requested to 
actively attract foreign investments, however, usually it is done centrally by a social agency 
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under the related ministry. Also, political instability does not contribute to investments, PPP 
legal framework, macro-economic policy, sustainable financial and banking systems, fair 
revenue and customs systems. 
 
IX. LIBERALISASION OF SKIES 
Following the logic of the statement, airports have positive effects on economies, and 
after the airport arrangements completed and main air gates are ready to welcome the airlines, 
there should be environment to attract the latter. 
From the mid-forties onwards, the Chicago Convention on international air 
transportation sets the common rules for commercial international traffic, where bilateral air 
services agreements (ASAs) between countries regulate rights of air. These agreements make 
clear who will fly, which destinations, what routes, frequencies and seat capacity. Pricing is 
typically under control of these agreements as well. In other words, international civil 
aviation is rather of governmental policy than commercial activity. As a result, “this would 
specify the conditions under which the proposed services would operate in terms of the 
privileges granted by either signatory country to the airline or airlines of the other 
country.”117 Technically, for scheduled air passenger services, an ASA agreement covers 
such items as: “grant of rights, capacity clause, tariff approval, withholding, designation, 
statistics, cooperative arrangements” and other important items related to international air 
connection.118 
The highly regulated nature of the bilateral agreements is also shaped by restrictions on 
ownership and control, when most of the countries want to regulate the registration of the 
foreign airlines. Moreover, most of the states prioritize the national ownership requirements 
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so that the air carrier is formally assigned for air operations by the country. Usually, it 
requires an airline to be “majority owned and controlled by citizens of that country” or 
identify the shares of foreign investors. 119 Though it seems exhausting, it has logical 
incentives behind to control and oversee safety, security and defense aspects, especially in 
times of emergency or other type of uncertainty. In Kyrgyzstan, over the period of 
independency, restrictive bilateral agreements have created stagnation of market, overuse of 
run-in routes, disinterest in new route operating, and even cartel condition between few main 
market players. Obviously, general population was disadvantaged, when oligopolistic air 
carriers did truly enjoy the situation. The local airlines got lazy and stopped to improve 
themselves. 
Historically, the ASAs were justly restrictive. However, the first experience practiced 
by the USA in 1987 changed the normality of ASA. Since the emergence of the deregulation 
policy and commercial transportation started to liberalize, international air transport has 
greatly changed. As global best practices in both developed and developing countries proved, 
“a liberalized, harmonized and economically viable development of air transport, promotes 
the industry’s sustainability” and opens up the new horizons for the state.120 
Liberalization of air services stimulated competition and consequently declined the 
fares, making air transportation affordable for a wider population and increased volumes of 
traffic. This, in turn, found a reflection in increased economic growth and employment. On 
top of that, as IATA clearly states, “additional economic activity in the aviation sector is 
generated by the servicing, management and maintenance of the additional air services.”121 
The more available easy and inexpensive air service, the larger number of business as well as 
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leisure tourists and visitors head to the country. This in turn has a multiplicative impact on 
tourism, trade and employment and general productivity of local economy.122 
Emil, President, the largest local tourist agency: “Open skies will give us more 
opportunities. It will promote tourism in Kyrgyzstan, more and more airlines will 
fly here and bring more and more tourists. Of course, we don’t mind which 
airlines operate more – local or foreign, the idea is to boost tourism in 
Kyrgyzstan – that is our goal. They say that local airlines will be damaged by 
open sky policy, but we are also disadvantaged by this closed sky situation. We 
should also consider airports, air navigation services, handling companies, and 
tourist agencies that would benefit from this policy. At this moment, they only 
protect local airlines and it is not worthwhile.” 
Lessons from the other industries show that full liberalization is often not a seamless 
process. Unfortunately, some persons key for the aviation sector have no enough confidence 
that full liberalization for the airline industry will exist in line with optimal safety and 
security requirements. This situation may result “liberalizing markets over different 
timescales or removing restrictions on operations without removing those on ownership can 
create distortions and reduce the potential benefits that are available.”123 
Ermek O., General Manager, CAA: “The questions about open skies project were 
raised quite a lot, even before I held this post [since fall 2015]. But being a part 
of this [civil aviation] community, I do not want to go down in history, as a 
director who ruined Kyrgyz civil aviation.” 
It is obvious that while introducing the liberalization principles, the government should 
take into account various factors, such as consumer protection, fair competition, 
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environmental protection, conflict resolution and negotiation mechanism, efficient safety and 
security oversight, so that all involved economies are on the safe side. 
Nasuh C., Senior Vice President, foreign airline: “For us, full Open skies would 
open decent opportunity to enlarge the geography of our flights. With sixth and 
seventh freedom allowed [in Kyrgyzstan] we would be able to fly to far East easily. 
Since we cannot do it now, we have to find other alternatives and other solutions.”  
For the government, there should be a certain route mapping for a proper shift from 
fully restrictive policy with strict limits in the agreement contents to semi or fully liberal air 
services based on “open skies” and no reciprocity agreements; this understanding should be 
reflected in the general aviation policy of the country so that commitment is apparent to other 
related segments of the sector. Again, air liberalization process should be carefully 
synchronized with “the broader transport policy of other modes of transport, the national 
economic policy of fostering trade relations, opening up to new markets or promoting 
tourism.”124 
Daniyar A., Senior Vice President, local airline: “Honestly, before I started to 
work in this air company, I thought that open skies project is good in terms of 
economic development and innovation. But now I am totally against of this 
initiative, as it will kill local air carriers. Local airlines are too weak and not 
mature to compete with strong and stable foreign air carriers. We don’t have a 
history yet, and we can’t afford the burden of Open skies. Foreign airlines will 
take all our passengers. Just imagine that by launching open skies, in time of deep 
hunger, we voluntarily give our bread to others. It is impossible. I believe that the 
government of the Kyrgyz Republic will not get expected results, elsewise it will 
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cut huge revenues from tax and financial contributions. Do you think, the 
government will go for that?” 
As Baaj highlights, “this may be achieved through the adoption of a sectoral strategy 
that enables its transition from a non-transparent highly centralized rigid structure to a more 
liberalized one, whose reformed institutional arrangement matched the current trends in best 
institutional practice.”125 The experience of other countries that already adopted the open 
skies philosophy and approach has accurately proved that by liberalizing the air services, air 
transport sector amplifies its endowment to local and global economy. As Itani claims, more 
competitive market place, promoting increased travel and trade, enhancing productivity and 
economic growth are the economic outcomes delivered by open skies agreements.126 It would 
be a great opportunity for the country to improve the international traffic through the country, 
increase revenues for airports and air navigation services, attract more foreign airlines and 
consequently give incentives to local airlines for self-improvement and integration to the 
global aviation best practices. It might seem a tough and way to enforce the local airlines, 
however, it is the only way to get rid of their burdensome past and strive for their better 
future.  
As it is seen from the interviews, there are polar opinions about air liberalization in 
Kyrgyzstan – the one who against it provide quite grave agreements by reference to the 
regional solid experience in Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan, where protection of local airlines 
allowed them to nourish. However, the rest still believes that structural reforms are important 
to foster, enhance and maintain the economy that is based on free market principles and 
rationalize public administration amenably with it. New sector management approach is 
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perceived as a guarantee for development of Kyrgyz civil aviation free of political influence, 
industry pressure and market stagnation. 
 
CONCLUSION 
To sum up, we use strategy in everyday life, even when we do shopping or interact with 
colleagues. As they say, good preparation is half of success, thus a state should plan an 
extremely well-structured strategy for air transportation development. Strategic planning, 
albeit with its military origins, has been widely used in private and public sectors. It has a 
very important function not just simply to salve the symptoms, but rather cure systemic 
public management diseases. It is practical and thus successfully applicable in public, private 
and civil society sectors. 
Strategic planning in air transportation makes all difference. In Kyrgyz civil aviation, 
strategic planning is ought to prevent the sector from falling apart and give a straightforward 
perspective for future development. This paper is aimed to define strategic planning in civil 
aviation and its importance in civil aviation in Kyrgyzstan, as well as emphasize the three 
main steps to be taken orderly: first, improve of institutional framework; second, hand over 
airport operation to private sector through PPP initiatives, and finally liberalize the air 
services. This paper may be interesting for public sector decision makers in terms of strategic 
planning in civil aviation and scholars who wish to investigate further the topics mentioned in 
this paper. 
Firstly, the laws are weak the same as their implementation and enforcement. The 
regulatory and legal frame work in pair with institutional changes should prepare a 
foundation for further improvement in the sector.  
Then, infrastructure is an essential feature for better economic integration and growth. 
In that sense, public-private partnership would be a key element to advance the airport 
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infrastructure and facilitate the development of the aviation sector by merging the resources 
of both public and private sectors. 
Finally, government interference is not a positive drive for regulating the air services 
provided by the airlines. Thus, giving a way to the liberalized policies, we will release the 
fetters of the aviation sector in Kyrgyzstan.  
The presented ideas and thoughts on how to improve the civil aviation sector in 
Kyrgyzstan are not exhaustive. They are just options derived from the global expertise and 
experience that is suggested for local situation. Same as other countries with effective air 
transportation, Kyrgyzstan should follow a constructive approach to ensure better adherence 
to strategic planning principles in civil aviation system. If the state authorities are able to 
implement a strategic planning that adheres to the best industry practices, then air 
transportation system in Kyrgyzstan will be effectively empowered to give advantages to 
beneficiaries. 
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